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Abstract
Document clustering techniques have been applied in
several areas, with the web as one of the most recent and
influent. Both general-purpose and text-oriented techniques exist and can be used to cluster a collection of
documents in many ways. In this work we propose an
online, single-pass document clustering model that can
be combined with a variety of text-oriented similarity
measures. An experimental evaluation of the proposed
model was conducted in the e-commerce domain. Performances were measured using a clustering-oriented
metric based on F-Measure and compared with those
obtained by other well-known approaches.

1. Introduction
The document clustering process [3], wich is an instance of the cluster analysis paradigm, takes into account the problem of dividing a collection of documents
D = {d1 , . . . , dn } into subsets {Di , . . . , Dc } such that
all the dj ∈ Di are more similar one to each other in
regard of a given similarity measure S than with other
documents outside the cluster.
Within the flat and hard clustering paradigm, the general purpose K-means algorithm [8, 5] has been successfully applied in the document analysis domain. In [15]
the K-Means, put in comparison with the well-known
document-oriented Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Method (HACM) [3], shows a competitive behavior. The flat, hard Single Pass algorithm [3] has its roots
in the early works with document clustering [11] where
strict time and space resource constraints played a major
role.
Unsupervised neural models are deeply investigated
for solving clustering problems; in particular SelfOrganizing Maps [18] have been employed for document clustering tasks [7] and are particularly fitted when
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a meaningful and browsable 2D map of the considered
document collection is required.
The representation of documents is a key aspect in
all the document clustering approaches, strongly affecting the type of similarity measures used and consequently the overall performances. A widely adopted representation is the Vector Space Model (VSM) [13] usually complemented with dimensionality reduction techniques [1, 6, 17]; it treats permutations of terms like
equivalent texts and lacks the positional information
and mutual dependencies between terms. When this
information is relevant, alternative encodings are proposed such as n-gram models [10], mixed techniques
like in Indri [16], direct representation of the documents
in the original symbolic form and phrase based approaches [14]; all these allow to exploit domain-specific
similarity measures.
Interesting new scenarios emerged within the Web,
like the collection clustering of news from the Internet seen in the Columbia NewsBlaster [9] (now Google
News) or the clustering of web search results [2], feature
great amount of data that has to be processed on the fly
or with strict computing times. Clustering quality and
speed have to be considered carefully when addressing
such problems.
In this context online algorithms where the document
collection is read once and very low comparisons between the elements are performed, have great value. In
this work we propose and experimentally investigate a
new document clustering algorithm attempting to optimize the balancing between speed and clustering quality.
The solutions adopted, particularly oriented to short
documents management, are evaluated within the ecommerce domain, on commercial offers i.e. textual descriptions of product offerings on e-commerce websites.

2. The proposed document clustering approach
In this section we describe an heuristics approach
to fast, online document clustering based on domainspecific similarity measures. Let D be the domain of
documents d and D ⊂ D a given document collection,
we define:
- a normalized document similarity measure S:
S : D × D → [0; 1]

(1)

- a normalized similarity measure S̄ between a set of
documents and a single document:
S̄ : 2D × D → [0; 1]
P|D̄|
ˆ
S(di , d)
ˆ
S̄(D̄, d) = i=1
|D̄|

1. a standard similarity measure SD - the Dice coefficent [12] with binary term weights, appropriate for
our context and defined as:
2C
(4)
SD (di , dj ) =
A+B
where C is the number of common terms between
di and dj , A and B are the number of terms of di
and dj , respectively.
2. a novel similarity measure ST aimed to better fit
the nature of the short documents domain where
a “weighted” similarity measure can be easily applied in which common terms contribute with different weights in function of their typology (numbers, words, special chars, . . .).

(2)
(3)

ST (di , dj ) =

|R|
X
r=1

Algorithm 1 ArteCM clustering algorithm
Require: Choose threshold parameter 
Require: Choose threshold parameter η
Require: Be Ĉ a growing set of elements Ci from 2D
1: for all dj ∈ D do
2:
m = argmaxi S(Ci , dj )
3:
if S̄(Cm , dj ) ≥  then
4:
if S̄(Cm , dj ) ≤ η then
5:
Cm = Cm ∪ {dj }
6:
end if
7:
else
8:
C new = {dj }
9:
Ĉ = Ĉ ∪ C new
10:
end if
11: end for
The clustering algorithm we call ArteCM (see algorithm 1) requires the user to set two parameters:
1. a threshold parameter  ∈ (0; 1] that defines the
minimum similarity S̄(Ci , dj ) a document dj must
have in order to be assigned to cluster Ci .
2. a threshold parameter η ∈ [; 1] that defines the
maximum similarity S̄(Ci , dj ) a document dj must
have to contribute to the definition of cluster Ci .
The two parameters play a fondamental role in the
cluster growing process: the  parameter directly controls the granularity of the document collection partitioning; while the η parameter controls the number of
elements considered in similarity computations, having
a strong impact on overall speed.
Two similarity measures are considered in our model:

αr ·

2Cr
Ar + Br

(5)

P|R|
such that r=1 αr = 1 and where F = {f1 , . . . , f|F | }
is the set of term types and Cr is the number of common
terms of type fr between di and dj , Ar and Br are the
number of terms of type fr in di and dj respectively.

3. Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation phase takes into account cluster quality and speed, since we want to investigate fast clustering
algorithms that can be applied on the fly on a collection
of documents.
In the Information Retrieval and Document Analysis field a widely accepted evaluation metric is the FMeasure (F1), as an armonic mean between Precision
and Recall [3] indexes.
Given a collection of documents D = {d1 , . . . , dN }
and a list of labels L = {l1 , . . . , lM } where M ≤ N we
define the truth cluster set C = {C1 , . . . , CM } where
Ci = {dj : the label of document dj is li }.
If a single cluster Ci and an approximation of it Ĉj
are considered, Fc is the F1 computed considering Ci
as the set of relevant documents and Ĉj as the set of
retrieved documents.
P|C|

|Cj | · F 1c (Ĉargmax (F 1(Ĉi ,Cj )) , Cj )
i
P
j |Cj |
(6)
Being Ĉ a cluster set computed by an algorithm and
following [4] the F 1 within two cluster sets can be computed in terms of F 1c : for each truth cluster the one with
higher F 1 is selected and then the weighted mean of F 1
within all the cluster set is computed.
F1(Ĉ, C) =

j=1

Table 1. Sample documents from PDA dataset
Document

Label

I-MATE Smartphone SP3 Windows
IMATE I-MATE SP3 TRI BAND BLUETOOTH ITAL
Palm Z22 32Mb Palm os 5.4
Palm Z22 - Palm OS Garnet 5.4 200 MHz - ROM: 32 MB STN (160 x 160) - IrDA

i-mate sp3
i-mate sp3
palm z22
palm z22

4. Experiments
Two experimental datasets 1 from the web commercial offer domain were used: PDAs and cell-phones,
containing 3835 and 1218 documents respectively. Each
dataset is composed of short descriptions of web product offerings, with supervised textual labels that permit
to identify the truth cluster set used for evalution purposes: 90 and 332 truth clusters are present in the PDAs
and cell-phones dataset, respectively. In table 1 sample
documents and corresponding labels are reported.
Two configurations of ArteCM are considered in the
experiments distinguished by the similarity measures
adopted, SD and ST . In particular the ST measure is defined with F = {f1 , f2 } being f1 the “word” term type
and f2 the “number” term type. Each configuration was
varied setting parameters  and η with different values;
in particular the three best settings for each configuration are reported in tables 2 and 3. Both the α1 and α2
coefficients of the similarity measure ST were set to 0.5
as this setting showed the most balanced behavior after
a trial and error phase.
Three flat clustering techniques are compared with
the proposed ArteCM model: a standard SinglePass implementation, an iterative K-Means (with randomly selected cluster seeds) and a SOM in its original version;
all of them manage documents represented with standard VSM with boolean terms weighting scheme that in
our trials reported the best results. Moreover, the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Method has been
evaluated by making clusters flat using a cutting threshold ; the same framework of ArteCM has been setup,
with a direct-text representation and similarity measures
SD and ST . Both single link and complete link variants are considered. Results obtained2 using PDAs and
cell-phones respectively are showed in tables 2 and 3.
ArteCM clustering quality is in line or superior with
other approaches, and an optimized balancing between
1 Document

collection taken from the price comparison service Shoppydoo (http://www.shoppydoo.it), and available on http://www.dicom.uninsubria.it/arteLab/
ricerca.html
2 The test configuration is an Ubuntu Linux 7.10 PC with Intel Core
2 CPU at 1,83 Ghz and 1 Gb of RAM

speed and clustering quality can be found. In comparison with the standard SinglePass algorithm, the one with
the best results together with the proposed approach, it
can benefit from domain-tailored similarity measures.
The number of clusters computed on average is about
200 for dataset PDA, and 350 for dataset cell-phones.
The K-Means iterative algorithm is able to provide
quite good results, even though the need to know something about the number of needed clusters can be a limit
in the web domain. Computing time though linear in the
document collection size, can increase unexpectedly.
The HACM seems not to be very competitive with the
employed direct-text representation, since it contrains to
perform more costly similarity computations (in respect
to, for example, dot product) and to choose only among
single link and complete link merging schemes. The
best performance was achieved with the single link, even
though a different text representation permitting group
averaging could lead to a more competitive scenario.
The SOM clearly shows its limits in terms of computing times and as a side effect of the F1 index with the
increasing size of the document collection.

5. Conclusion
In this work short document clustering was addressed, proposing a novel strategy whose salient aspects are: the use of a flat representation-independent
algorithm and a novel text-oriented similarity measure.
As seen in the experiments focused on web commercial offerings, the overall strategy permits to reach high
clustering quality in good balance with short computing
times. Future works involve the investigation of the approach in the broader document clustering domain.
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